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The Texas Triumph Register 

The Gulf Coast Triumph Association, Inc.  d/b/a the Texas Triumph 
Register (TTR) is an organization of Triumph owners and enthusiasts -
dedicated to the preservation and continuing enjoyment of the Marque. 
Membership is open to all who appreciate automobiles bearing the 
Triumph name. In addition to monthly meetings, the club sponsors rallyes, 
shows, road tours, technical seminars, and social events. 

Visit our website at: www.TexasTriumphRegister.org 

National Affiliations 

The Texas Triumph Register is a local chapter of the Vintage Triumph 
Register (VTR)/ Triumph Sports Owners Association, which is open to all 
drivers of Triumph motorcars; an area center for the Triumph Register of 
America, exclusively for TR-2 through TR-4A automobiles; and a 
chapter of the 6-PACK, dedicated to the enjoyment, preservation, and 
restoration of the Triumph TR250 and TR6 automobiles. 

Membership in these national organizations is encouraged. Visit their 
websites at: 

www.vtr.org 
 www.triumphregister.com  
www.6-pack.org  

Newsletter 

The Bluebonnet is published monthly for TTR members. Members are 
encouraged to submit articles, photographs, or other items of interest. TTR 
neither endorses nor warrants any product or service advertised herein. 

The information contained in this newsletter is for educational and informative 
purposes only. TTR assumes no responsibility for the correctness or safety of 
the procedures; the reader assumes liability for any risk, both personal and 
financial, in connection with the repairs or modifications outlined in the 
articles. 

Working on cars can be hazardous if done incorrectly or without the proper 
safety precautions. The consequences of some mistakes can be 
dangerous. TTR suggests that you consult an automotive professional 
before attempting any repair or modification with which you are unfamiliar or 
inexperienced. 
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From the President … 

Greetings to you all, out there in COVID19 land!  I hope this article finds you and 

your family doing well, and like me, looking forward to the date when we’re all able to 

go back out into our favorite restaurants, movie theaters, stores, barber 

shops/beauty salons, and (most importantly) TTR Saturday Breakfasts and Monthly 

Meetings.  This has been a trying time for everyone, with some workers losing jobs, 

some business owners seeing businesses slow down, some parents forced into the 

roles of home-school teachers, some families losing loved ones, and some people 

suffering from the effects of this virus.  Keep in touch with your friends, TTR and 

otherwise, and make sure everyone is doing well.  We will get through this difficult 

time; we’re a resilient people.  If we can keep 50+ year old British cars on the road, 

we can overcome this pandemic! 

 

This is my last article to you as President of the Texas 

Triumph Register.  It has been my distinct honor to 

have served all of you for the past five years.  Every 

person who takes on this job, which is part 

cheerleader, part cat-herder, and part sounding 

board, enters the job with a little bit of trepidation, 

mixed with a lot of hope that you won’t screw up.  

Fortunately, with a number of past presidents to rely 

on for advice, you settle into the job in short order.  I 

wish our presumed, incoming president, Hal Sharp, the 

very best as he takes over on June 1st, and offer him 

answers to whatever questions he may have and my full 

support.  TTR will be in great hands, with him as our 

new president, and the return of one of the greatest 

groups of officers that a president could work with; 

they made my job so much easier, and I thank each 

and every one of them.  

 

So much has happened in the past five years of my 

term as your president.  In 2015, we had 176 families 

in our membership; at the last meeting, Membership 

Coordinator Mike Hado reported that we had reached 

a record of 197 families.  Each year, TTR has 

continued to grow in membership, helping ensure that 

our club remains strong, both locally and in our VTR 

Region.  For those new members, let me issue this 

challenge to you: come out to the meetings, enjoy the 

breakfasts and dinners, take part in the drives, and 

meet your fellow club members.  For those of you who 

have not participated in a while, I challenge you to 

come back and get active; we miss seeing you.  Our 

participation in the Regionals, car shows, local drives, 

the Autorama, and our out of town caravans, all 

showcase our cars and our club; let’s continue our 

proud presence in our region. 

I am equally proud of how this club has come together 

in times of hardship and “triumph”.  The support and 

assistance many members gave and received in the 

aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, showed this club’s true 

spirit.  Your generosity helped establish a Harvey 

Recovery fund which aided a number of families as they 

dealt with the damage to their Triumphs, and the 

expenses which were not covered by insurance.  You 

came together and helped each other as mud and water 

were swept out, homes were cleaned out, and lifetimes 

of personal belongings were sorted through.  We went 

from the lows of Hurricane Harvey to 2018 and the 

hard work that resulted in a successful, fun and 

memorable South-Central Regionals at La Torretta.  No 

one person is responsible for that event; it was the 

combined efforts of so many people who aided in the 

planning and the actual day to day operations of the 

Regionals.  Your generosity was again on display as TTR 

came together to assist the family of Russ Seta, after 

his tragic passing while doing what he loved.  You 

donated money to help establish and fully fund a 

continuing scholarship in Russ’ honor, which will provide 

opportunity for students at Lone Star College, as they 

earn their degree in automotive studies.  You have 

supported each other as members have suffered 

illnesses and lengthy recoveries.  You have welcomed 

new members into our club, and made them feel like 

they have always belonged.  You have helped each other 

out when mechanical issues have presented problems 

beyond one’s level of expertise and abilities.  All of you 

are the reason why this club is as successful and 

welcoming as it is; you make TTR a family.     
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As you know, with the social gathering restrictions still in place, our May 9th Annual Meeting, will take 

place via Zoom once again.  Please look to your e-mails for the meeting instructions, and join in.  The 

May meeting is our Officer Elections’ meeting, so it is important to have as many of you participate 

as possible.  If you have suggestions for events, or have ideas you wish to share with the club, please 

reach out to your officers and speak up at the meetings.  I look forward to coming to future meetings 

and events as a “civilian”.  There are many accomplishments that I can list on the resume of my life; 

however, one of the items I am most proud of is writing down that I was the President of TTR during 

the last five years.  Now, it’s time to get back to work on various projects for work, around the house, 

and in the garage.  All I will say is thank you.  So, remember, drive your Triumph! Heidi and I do!    
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(ED – Jerry threw down a challenge for our more math-inclined members this month.  I, of course, 

didn’t participate having a financial background versus a real math background. Ask me how you can 

afford something and I’m all over it; ask me if you’ve actually got the money to buy something – talk 

to your accountant!) 

 

I timed the 5 trips on each of 5 wheel sizes consecutively, and have a definitive answer, and a 

winner. 

 

As with any competitive event, parameters not considered important often result to be the most 

significant -as was suggested by Jeff Harris. We all assumed (including me) that I could easily ride 

any of my unicycles. But in retrospect, I don't think I've ridden my 48" in several years. Perhaps as 

much as a decade. It's the only unicycle with 5.5" crank arms -all others have 5", except the off-

road 26" has 7". The 20", 24", 26" and 36" rides were met with no distractions aside from one 

traffic anomaly (a car driving by) that was easily circumnavigated by my riding on the sidewalk. The 

lap times for those wheels were (rounded to min.sec in order from small to large) 5.55, 4.45, 4.45 

and 3.26 (this is the actual riding time of the lap, excluding the transfer time but including the time 

required to unlock my phone). 

 

But the 48" presented a "start-up" challenge I hadn't predicted. It is very difficult to "free-

mount" because the wheel is so large and the frame is some sort of solid casting that is very heavy. 

I started against my pick-up truck and made it down the driveway to the first set of cracks before 

bailing. The second attempt started from the iron gate and got me as far as the pothole at the end 

of the driveway -as Bob had predicted. Several failed "start-up" attempts were made from the 

light pole in front of the house. My neighbor has a smoother driveway and a sold iron gate that I 

used to get as far as the slope towards the road crown. It was at this point I heard the first 

comment from a neighbor as she yelled "Oh dear Jesus" before running back into her house. I also 

heard my dear wife Prudence saying "I'm going inside because I can't watch and my palms are 

sweating". I heard another neighbor say "Is he aware this is not a good time for a hospital visit". I 

reassured Prudence that there was no harm in trying, but the next attempt would be my last. I was 

still out of breadth from the previous 4 laps. 

 

As I wobbled down my neighbor’s driveway, and crested the crown of the road, I spotted my next 

obstacle, some cracks in the road. The narrow smooth solid surface wheel makes navigating cracks 

disconcerting. But I bumped it thru and found myself at corner one. Turning a large wheel has its 

own set of challenges, but I made it around still leaning as I drifted down the crown towards the 

low side of the road. For the first time of the morning, I felt the wind. As Len Myers predicted, 

the wind became significant. The wind was coming from the north, and since I was trying to 

"straighten-out" from the turn at corner one, I was fighting against the wind and the upside of the 

road crown at the same time. I was more than half way to corner two before I was able to get on 

top of the road crown (the center of the road). As I rounded corner three and headed for the 

home stretch, I felt pretty good and confident that I could make it. At this point, a neighbor 

walking said to me "Keep trying and you'll get it". 

 

After being disqualified for his first very accurate answer, John Baguley was able to provide an 

answer in the proper format (29min 22sec) that was closest to the actual time. But the rules 

specifically stated "without going over". The final time was 29.05.95. Mike Rouse was closest 
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Top Left – Jerry’s arsenal of 

uni-cycles & other vintage 

cycles. 

Other Photos – Jerry in action. 

Please don’t do this at home 

without professional psychiatric 

help, or the advice of a top-tier 

hair color consultant!  

Photos – Pru, I’m guessing. 

Tales not that much of a Wandering Mechanic  

without going over with his guess of 28min 25sec. We are preparing his prize which I imagine will be 

a surprise to everyone. 

 

Thank you all for participating. I hope you enjoyed it as much as I. Socializing in isolation can be 

challenging, and some people will over complicate it. Einstein was known to say "everything should be 

as simple as possible, but no simpler", but he had no idea of how complicated a ride around the block 

could be. 

 

Cheers, (pictures attached) 

 

Jer  
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 May, 2020 Greetings from the European Front – Bob Pennington  

 

Greetings All, 

 

When last we visited, I told you we would pick up in Romania. Romania is one of the most beautiful 

countries we visited, but getting there was more of a pain than we anticipated. Why, you ask? 

Mainly because to get into Romania from where we departed outside Odessa, Ukraine it  took 10 

hours to drive 240 km. How is that possible without problems you may ask?  

 

First, to get into Romania we had 4 border stops – exiting Ukraine, Entering Moldovia, exiting 

Moldovia, entering Romania. You would think it was the 4 border stops, but no. Each border control 

was about 30 minutes at most, so 10-2=8. We stopped twice on the way, once to eat and once to 

refuel, total time of stops 1 hour. 8-1=7. 

 

So, for those of you who are still following, why did it take us 7 hours to drive 240 km? Because the 

roads were roads in name only. We have now identified several new terms to describe road 

conditions: 

 

1. The disappearing road - as you drive, the road disappears and only parts of the foundation 

are visible. 

2. The wave road - the asphalt bubbled up in waves so large that surfing contests can be 

held on some. 

3. The Alt road - the road is so bad, that the locals created their own road on the side, 

made from gravel or dirt. The Alt Road is much smoother to drive. 

4. The potholes road - very thin strips of asphalt connect huge potholes. 

5. The Cobble stone road - use old Roman empire bits of cobble stone road and call it 

highway? 

6. The signed road - add signs that declare the road is under construction, reducing the 

speed to 50 kmh - no construction work anywhere to be seen.  

7. The last is the Bone Shaker, which is a combination of all the above roads in which it is 

impossible to drive more than 20 kmh and even at that, everything in the RV shakes and 

stuff even comes out the cabinets. 

 

This is how you drive 240 km averaging 30 km an hour for 7 hours straight.  

 

Once we passed through all this, we were finally in Romania and first stopped in the city of Galatia 

as it was almost 9:00 at night. We found a small parking lot in the harbor on the Danube River and 

spent the rest of the night there. The next day was spent exploring the city and visiting the only 

synagogue in the town. It was named the Synagogue of Artisans, the only synagogue left of the 22 

active ones in the 1930’s. At the time, there was a synagogue for all the trades, one for carpenters, 

another for glassmakers, one for butchers, etc. When this was restored it was to be a combination 

of all the trades, hence its name. 

 

Before World War II the community had 22 synagogues, a secondary school, two elementary 

schools for boys and one for girls, a kindergarten, a trade school, a hospital, an orphanage, an old-

age home, and two ritual bathhouses. Although not completely devastated during the Holocaust, the  

subsequent persecution by the authorities caused the community to go from 13,000 Jews in 1947 to 
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only 252 Jews in 2005, mainly from emigration. This is the story of so many towns in eastern 

Europe. 

 

The story of the synagogue was interesting itself. After the fall of Nicolae Ceaușescu in 1989, the 

Romanian government tried to restore in title or money Jewish lands and homes that had been 

taken by the Germans and Communist governments. The Jewish Community then sold most of the 

land to get the funds to restore this synagogue to its previous glory and did so.  

 

Here are a few examples of the Synagogue 

              

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And now, after all this work and the aging of the congregation (60 and above), they only have 

services on the High Holy Days since the few younger Jews have all emigrated out of the city for 

better opportunities. Again, I highlighted the story of this one synagogue and town because we 

heard and saw the same story all through-out Eastern Europe, with slight variations. For example, in 

a city the size of Bucharest, Romania (almost 2 million people), there are only two synagogues. 

Compare that to Houston with over 20 synagogues. 

 

After we toured the city and picked up new SIM cards for our mobile router and phones, we left to 

drive to the city of Brasov. However, things did not exactly go as planned. We started out of Galati 

that afternoon driving towards Brasov. It's a little bit more than a 4 hours trip. So, by now we 

know, to multiply that by 1.5 to get a more accurate time estimate, so we figured, we will drive 

approximately 2 hours and stop at a campsite for the night and continue tomorrow to Brasov. Our 

camp site was only 126 km away. We had a full tank of gas, so no need to stop. 
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We started out at around 2:30 or 3:00 pm. At 5:00 we still had about 50 miles to go and that's 

when things started getting crazy. We did not factor in -  both - that Fall is upon us and sunset is 

at 5:00. We also did not realize that the campsite, although on the route, was in the mountains. So 

here we are, driving in a pitch-black night up and down mountain road with crazy turns, switch backs 

and road signs that show a car going downhill in crazy turns. 

 

At this point our top speed is 20 - 30 kmh. We finally get to the turn to the campsite. We drive on 

a dirt road that turns into a forest with mud road. After about 1 km, we get to a turn that is 

supposed to take us down an even steeper slope. At this point, we exercise motorhome basics, "if 

your gut tells you not to go down a road “Don't!" and turned around. 

 

It's now 7:00 pm, its pitch dark, we're on a mountain road with no shoulders on either side, just a 

drop down to an abyss we cannot see. We know this exists because we can see that tree tops are at 

the same level as the road. So, we keep on going. We are certain that we drove through a beautiful 

road with beautiful sites, but we couldn’t tell because it was so dark. 

 

We passed by several tiny villages with no visible places to park or even stop. We had to continue 

driving. Now we saw snow on both sides of the road. Eventually, we were off the mountain range and 

saw a big gas station. We asked if we could please park for the night. We were told: No! 

We continued on and were told in 3 more places that we could not park for the night. Eventually, we 

found a hotel/spa that took pity on us and after talking to the owners, allowed us to spend the 

night. This was a luxury spa, so we were parked down by the employee section. After we came in, 

they closed the front gates to the Spa, I guess so no more peasants could enter. 

 

We left very early the next morning, as I don’t think they wanted the customers of this high-end 

spa to see an RV parked in their parking lot, and what do we see about a 1 mile down the road - a 

truck stop with overnight parking. Oh well, we still slept well. 

 

The rest of the trip towards Brasov was uneventful and we stopped in a small village just outside 

Brasov in a little town called Harmen. It was really just a big back yard, but it was perfect for us to 

stay, relax, catch up on laundry and work and relax. Yes, I meant to say relax twice. Here is where 

we stayed: 
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Next to this site was something we saw often in Romania – especially the Transylvanian part, the 

fortified churches, truly churches with forts built around them. 

 

      

 
 

This was originally built around 1250 by the Saxons of the Teutonic Order.  

 

Our stop here is a good example of how we lived on this trip. This is a little village with a green 

grocer, a bakery, a grocery store and a butcher shop. We would walk to the grocery store or 
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whatever we needed and walk or bicycle back to the RV. We would explore the village, take in the 

wonderful smells from the local bakery (always went there for fresh bread in the mornings), 2 

loaves – one to eat immediately and one for the day – or fresh pastries for breakfast. Then to the 

green grocer for the day’s vegetables, the grocery store for other needs and the butcher shop if 

we were cooking meat that day. Come about 4:00 PM we would start our US work day if we needed 

to do so. 

 

A few days before we arrived at Harmen, the water pump for the living area began to go on the 

blink. One of the reason’s we came to Brasov was there was a RV supply shop that had the water 

pump we needed in stock, so we stopped and picked it up. They also had a shop to do installations, 

but were quite expensive (even by US standards) and couldn’t do it until the next day, necessitating 

another trip to this large industrial area. We said no and were planning on doing it ourselves later.  

 

However, in our search we were called back by another shop that could do it inexpensively and in 

the next day. Also, they were in town, so we could drop off the RV and explore. We did that, but 

even this was an experience. 

 

The city of Brasov had converted a large factory complex into a complex of many different types 

of automotive shops. Imagine a large manufacturing area with many different buildings. Each 

building was a shop, or sometimes there were several different shops in a single building. This place 

was actually a shop that converted vans and other vehicles to RV’s  or food trucks. One they were 

working on was converting an old English double decker bus to a pizza restaurant with the upper 

deck providing a seating area. What ended up happening was they not only installed the water pump, 

but we set another appointment the next day to redo the seating area of the interior of the RV to a 

custom plan of ours. One of the advantages of RV living was we just stayed overnight at the shop 

and they were able to start work first thing the next morning.  

 

In the style of the old serials at the movie theaters, next month will be a reveal of the new inside 

of the RV and our trip to Dracula’s Castle,  more adventures in Transylvania, and the brief time we 

were neighbors with Prince Charles (yes, that Prince Charles). 
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This was a virtual meeting via Zoom, arranged by TTR President Fred Wagner. The meeting, which 

was planned to be physically hosted by Len and Marti Myers, was changed to a virtual meeting due 

to gathering restrictions caused by the COVID-19 virus. 

 

Before the meeting business started, Fred went through some of the protocol for use with the 

Zoom system, and how to get attention if you want to ask a question. 

  

The meeting began at 3:10. There were 42 attendees via Zoom plus proxies, constituting a quorum 

for club business. 
 

Opening Comments – Fred opened the meeting by welcoming the participants, and sharing a screen 

showing the agenda and desired outcomes for the meeting. 
 

Approval of Minutes – M/S/A to approve the minutes from the last meeting as published in the 

Bluebonnet. 

 

Membership – Mike Hado - reported that the current membership count is 197, a new record for 

the club.  He noted that there are 22 members already paid through 2021. 

 

Treasurer’s Report - Fred for Patsy Papp - reported inflows, outflow, and current balance.  Fred 

shared the report directly on the screen. 
 

Regalia - John Wakefield - we did have sales last month.  We are still looking for a source for shirt 

manufacturers.  Currently the inventory is six shirts. 
 

IT – Bob Pennington - reported that he is redoing the website and requested photos of some of the 

more recent events.  Just email them to Bob so he can redo the website with more current pictures.  

Fred - requested that club members send information about their “Star Car” to Bob so he can get it 

on the web site. 
 

VP Special Events - Mike Rouse – the Bluebonnet Run was cancelled due to COVID-19 restrictions, 

but perhaps we will do the run in the future.  He is thinking about a number of day trips during the 

summer.   

 

New Business – Fred Wagner 

 

• TTR Officer Thanks – Fred thanked the current TTR officers for their hard work during 

the year, and their flexibility to continue planning through the lockdown period. 

 

• Southern Region Conference call – the presidents of the clubs in the South-Central VTR 

Region had a conference call to discuss the planning of future events and rotations. Key 

results from the discussion: 

 

o 2020 Regionals - There will be no 2020 Regionals due to the COVID-19 situation.  

There was discussion of Central Oklahoma doing the 2021 Regionals, or perhaps 
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hosting a full-blown National Convention.  That will require additional club discussion.  

If that does occur, there won’t be a Regional Event in 2021. 

 

o Regional Event Rotation Schedule – St. Louis said they would be willing to host 

another Regionals.  Still haven’t heard from Kansas City.  Right now, we have Red 

River, Green Country, COVTR, St. Louis Triumph, Hill Country, South Texas, and 

TTR.   

 

▪ 2021 COVTR and Green Country (Regionals, or possible Nationals) 

▪ 2022 South Texas Triumph Association 

▪ 2023 – Texas Triumph Register 

▪ 2024 – St. Louis Triumph Owners Association 
 

o National Events - Fred commented that due to aging demographics there are few 

clubs nationally that are willing or able to host a national event. Given the size of 

TTR relative to many other clubs in VTR, Fred suggested that we should make sure 

we continue to be active in any discussions about national events and VTR in general.) 
 

• TTR Events and Meetings - Fred thanked Len and Marti Myers for volunteering to host the 

April meeting.  Right now, there is a glimmer of hope that the May meeting might be in-

person. However, we should consider the possibility where we may have to do the May annual 

meeting by Zoom and proxy. 
 

• Nominating Committee Report - John Barrett reported that the members of the 

Nominating Committee had met which included: John Barrett; Mike Hado; Sam Jeffries; 

Eric Schumann; John Reynolds; Jeff Harris; and Dusty Nicholson.  The slate was discussed 

and unanimously approved for presentation to the membership. The officer’s slate is: 
 

o President - Hal Sharp 

o VP Special Events - Mike Rouse 

o Coordinator of Special Events - James Moore 

o Secretary – John Hanten 

o Treasurer – Patsy Papp 

o Membership – Mike Hado 

o Bluebonnet- John Hanten 

o Regalia - John Wakefield 
 

Fred asked for motion to approve candidates as recommended.  M/S/A to approve the slate 

as recommended. 
 

• Sad News - Fred shared the sad news that Elizabeth Cook passed away early Saturday 

morning, while recovering at a local rehabilitation facility.  Many will recall her husband Bill 

from his attendance at the Saturday Triumph breakfasts, and will remember seeing both 

Bill and Elizabeth at the meetings held at Fred's home, and at the recent club Christmas 

parties.  The Cooks also opened up their home in Rockport, Texas to TTR, on trips made by 

the club to Rockport and Corpus areas in 2014 and 2017.  Please keep Bill and his family in 

your thoughts and prayers. 
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• New Members - Mike Hado - introduced two new members that joined the Zoom virtual 

meeting - Bill Eubanks and Charlie Hubert.  Note – welcome to the club….looking forward to 

meeting you in person! 
 

• Relative Club Size – one member asked the question of how large TTR is relative to other 

Triumph clubs.  Mike Hado and John Hanten said that it is one of the larger ones.  The 

PTOA club in Portland reports 205 families, so it is slightly larger.  TTR is the largest in the 

Southern Region by quite a bit.   
 

Adjourn - M/S/A to adjourn at 3:52.    Minutes recorded and edited by John Hanten  

 

Monthly Meetings Scheduled:  
 

• May – ZOOM 

• June – Stephanie & Mike Woodward 

• July – Angela & Jeff Harris 

• August – Richard Dicks 

• September – Louise Carter 

• October - Prudence & Jerry Gruss 

• November – Liz & John Reynolds 

• December – Christmas Party 
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Photos: ???? 

Advert: Gil McCollin 

New Members: 

Hunter Bennett, Houston, TX – 1977 Beige Spitfire 1500 

Alejandra & Jacinto Esteban, Fulshear, TX – Looking for a 

Triumph 

Cindy & Gareth Price, Fulshear, TX – 1974 Vermillion TR6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Member News – Mike Hado 

TTR Birthdays for May: 
 

Brenda Lees 1 

Mary Niquette 1 

Lindsey Trenholme 4 

Mary Jo Coselli 5 

Gretchen Pindell 5 

Lisa Daves 6 

Terri Bigsby 7 

Kim Kanyuck 8 

Sam Jeffries 9 

Tonda Macy 9 

Sherri Wasilewski 21 

Steve Drake 22 

Pat Daniels 25 

Jennifer Vukelich (VA) 27 

Wendy Maboudian 28 

Brianne Murphy 28 

Ricky Roberts 28 

Jeff Harris 30 
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NOTE; See the TTR Meetup website for specific information for all events: 

https://www.meetup.com/TexasTriumphRegister/ We meet between 7:30 am & 8 am for 

coffee & usually eat B’fast at around 8:00 am. 

 

Car viewing after B’fast 

 

NOTE: All TTR club activities have been cancelled for the month of May other than 

our virtual Monthly meeting. If things start to open up John & Sam 

will be communicating to you via emails from Mike Hado. Stay safe 

out there until we can get together once again. 
 

The Traveling Triumph Breakfast Club (TTBC) gathers around 7:30 a.m. and orders breakfast at 8:00 

a.m. Confirm breakfast location on the web or Meet Up before the event.   

 

Photos: Fred Wagner & James Moore 

Locations: John Barrett & Sam Jeffries 

 

 

 

   

  

  

   

    

  

    

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

   

  

    

 

  

    

  

   

  

  

   

 

  

 

 

  

 

   

TTR Club Calendar  
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 May, 2020 Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on – Hanten / Money 

James – per your request, here’s an illustrated update from the Hanten / Money household on 

activities during the past six week “stay-at-home” period.  Suffice it to say that 2020 isn’t panning 

out exactly as planned, and major cancellations of trips and daily routines are disappointing, but far 

less worse than others are experiencing. 

 

Here’s a list of some of the things we’ve been doing along with some 

photos… 

 

• Butterfly Ranching – lots of butterflies this year on 

Nancy’s planted butterfly host plants.  Probably two dozen 

so far… 

 

• Yard work – lots of time with the good weather to get 

after pruning trees, shrubs, and getting the garden 

started. 

 

• Staying safe – we found a cloth mask 

pattern online that would work with my 

CNC cutting machine, so we picked out 

some interesting fabric and made masks 

for all of the immediate family.  We still 

have the pattern and lots of fabric and 

will offer to produce a mask for any 

TTR member that might not yet have 

one…..gratis. 

 

 

 

 

• Speaker restoration – I dug out my 

1975 vintage “Large Advent” 

loudspeakers from the closet and 

worked on restoring the speakers 

with new foam surrounds.  They 

were budget audiophile speakers 

back in the day, but the foam 

surrounds eventually rot away and 

need to be replaced.  The parts are 

available and the job was 

straightforward.  They are up and 

running like new and paired with 

their original Marantz receiver 

bought at the same time. 
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• Crafts – Nancy has a friend who turned her on to chain-mail 

crafting.  Nancy sent off for ~ 1,000 stainless steel rings and 

crafted a scouring pad for cast-iron pans.  These are available 

from cooking stores like Williams & Sonoma, but kind of neat 

to know how to make one from scratch. 

 

• Crafts – I continued refining the resin casting, starting with 

designs custom-made for the 2020 Regional Event……even had 

a Vendor Booth reserved.  Now this 

limited-edition inventory is even 

more valuable and will be paid 

forward next year….. 

 

• Crafts – I experimented with a new 

transparent stained-glass design 

using a photo of the rose window in 

the cathedral in Strasbourg, France.  

Interesting to use a 14th century 

design in a 21st century craft, but I 

think the window is stunning, and the 

incorporation into the coasters 

works well, particularly on a glass 

table.  I’ll probably be selling these 

online. 
 

• Wrenching – at the very beginning of 

April (perhaps the first day) we 

were starting to get restless looking 

for a project for Nancy’s “green 

bean”.  So, using some of the spare 

parts we had on hand, and 

fabricating others, we converted the 

car to Right Hand Drive.  After a 

few test drives it was just too weird, 

so we’ll probably convert it back to 

Left Hand Drive before the driving 

and show season finally gets 

reopened. 

 

Thanks to the TTR friends who have kept in 

touch through this strange time.  I enjoy 

writing for the Bluebonnet, but I hope this 

is the last lockdown report that I must write.    jbh 
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My dad and I changed the stock starter in my triumph gt6. We took the stock starter out and 

replaced it with a high torque racing starter. It is easier on the engine and does not take as many 

volts to start the car now. Before we would have to have almost 13+ volts to get the starter turn 

the engine over.  

 
To do this we had to take the transmission tunnel out of the car to get at one of the bolts. And we 

had to take the diaper off the car. The diaper is to keep the oil in case the engine goes boom. We 

did have to fish the starter out from between the oil lines and oil tank.  

 

Attached is a pic of the old starter we took out.  

 

   

  

 

 

  

    

 

  

 

   

   

 

   

  

   

   

   

   

   

    

  

      

  

   

 

  

  

   

  

   

   

     

  

       

    

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Abe Rosa 
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Have been getting ready to install my roll bar on 1980 TR-7 Convertible.  Installed a lift in my 

garage to get at things more easily.  I'd invite any of you to come over to work on your car for a 

day...........but ain't nobody visiting anyone just yet.  Hopefully soon.  By the way, does anyone have a 

TR-8 with absent motor or blown motor for sale?  

  

Will also take people for a ride in my 2014 GT-500.........as long as you have a new battery in your 

pacemaker installed. 

 

 

    

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Tom Kozak 
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I know I should have been working on my GT6, but trying to focus on the completion of the rebuild 

of my 1961 Renault Dauphine.  Engine rebuild completed, focusing on the transaxle and related 

components...should be together soon!  Yes, that is the GT6 frame on its side in the photo of the 

transaxle wearing fresh paint. 

 

Words to live by regarding the country of origin for future parts & tools...ABC.  Anywhere 

But China. 

 

Steve 

 

-- 

"He who is without oil shall throw the first rod."  Compressions 10.5:1 

 

  

 

  

  

   

   

   

  

   

  

  

  

    

   

  

   

     

  

   

  

  

 

     

  

 

 

   

  

   

   

 

 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Steve Wirtes 
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Hi James, here’s what my wrenches have been up to during quarantine: 

 

1974 TR6 - radiator is out and off being pressure tested to see if the leak can be repaired or if a 

new radiator is needed. It hasn’t been easy to find a radiator shop that is open. 

 

1973 Stag - Y’all may have noticed that the Stag started the club Autocross rumbling like an angry 

kitten and ended clattering like an... well, like an expensive engine problem. It ran fine getting home 

but sounded awful, my guess was a broken valve spring so I took the valve covers off and to my 

surprise found overhead cams. I don’t know much about Stags but I’m quickly learning. So much for 

easily seeing the rocker assembly. I decided to run the engine with the valve covers off to help 

identify which bank of the little V8 was the culprit. It made a little mess throwing some oil around 

the engine bay but I could hear the clatter coming from the passenger side timing chain. Turned 

the engine off and I can wiggle the chain a half inch by hand, the other timing chain is tight. Can 

you see in the photo way down in there the broken chain tensioner? Me neither. Now I’m removing 

everything in front of the timing cover to get to the chain tensioner. So far, I have removed the air 

filter housing, grill, radiator, electric fan, mechanical fan, fan belts, and power steering pump.  Still 

need to remove the crank pulleys and engine front plate.  I’m hoping I don’t have to remove the A/C 

compressor, A/C radiator, or alternator. I broke an ignition coil connector and the power steering 

leaks bad so I’ll be addressing those too while I’m at it. 

 

1967 Jaguar MKII - I’m bringing my father-in-law’s newly acquired, hasn’t run in a decade, Jag back 

to life. It’s the closest I’ve come to my dream car XK120. Just call me Buddy Palumbo! This MKII 

has the same DOHC 3.4 straight six as the XK and some similar styling ques... but it’s got four doors 

and only 2 carbs. So far, we’ve pulled the gas tank and cleaned the entire fuel system and gotten all 

of the West Texas sand out of the SU’s. Replaced all the fluids and filters and we’re ready to start 

it up, but nowhere near ready for a drive yet as I haven’t touched the hydraulics and the tires are 

date coded 1973 or 1983. Speaking of, they are the same size as original TR6 tires 185/15. Which 

translates to approximately 185/70 R15 in today’s sizing designation. Does anyone have any used but 

serviceable TR6 tires they want to sell? 

 

Petrol Head tattoo - do you like Ella’s new hobby of drawing temporary tattoos upon request? 

 

 

Thanks 

Dusty  

  

  
  
 

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Dusty Nicholson 
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Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Dusty Nicholson 
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There is probably an old TTR saying along the lines of, "If you don't want to buy the car, then don't 

make an offer on it". So there is where I made my first mistake, having taken a 1962 Signal Red 

TR4 for a short test drive in Galveston and determined that while the car was fundamentally solid, 

there were a ton of things that needed to be done to put it into good operating condition and avoid 

endless "friendly suggestions" at TTR breakfasts and events (sample helpful comment from Fred: 

"Doesn't that engine overheat with so much grease on it?"). Shu-lien has been suggesting I take up 

stamp collecting since they need much less space than Triumphs and rarely require spare parts. But 

alas, the offer was indeed accepted and I was on the hook for a somewhat needy TR4 looking for a 

good home, number 3044 built, to squeeze in with the TR6, the TR7 and the Camaro. 

 

I think the second mistake was in choosing to drive the car the 75 miles home from Galveston, 

being too cheap to rent a trailer and something to pull it with and not wanting to drag James into it. 

And besides what could go wrong on a 75-mile freeway run in Houston traffic? So, with Shu-lien as 

navigator and my son, Jonathan, driving chase with tools and limited spares we set off. On the plus 

side, little red TR4's get a lot of thumbs up, the drivetrain is solid, the front suspension has been 

reworked and a new Wizard aluminum radiator was fitted so she runs cool. Detracting from the 

moment were very experienced tires (but no cord showing !), no brake lights, no turn signals, and 

eventually smoke from under the dash as the light switch sizzled into oblivion. But home we got and 

tucked the new family member to bed in the garage. 

 

The bonus in all this has been the Stay Home, Work Safe program, and what was thought to be a 

year's project to get the car into reasonable shape has turned out to go much faster, with about 

150 hours invested over the past 6 weeks focused on renovation rather than replacement - removed 

and refinished the dash, cleaned up the instruments, repainted the sub-dash, repainted the 

steering column, a new 13" Montney steering wheel (necessary to enable my legs to fit), fixed a 

short under the dash, fixed the lights, fixed the brake lights (new pressure switch), bled the 

brakes, sanded and repainted the wheels, new tires, got the fly-on brake functional, changed the 

differential fluid and installed a heat shield on the silencer that was baking the diff, changed the 

oil & filter, lubed 23 (23 !) points under the car, topped off the transmission fluid, replaced the 

coolant and hoses, replaced the rubber gas lines and fuel filter, cleaned out the fuel pump bowl, new 

air filters and cleaned much of the years of grime out of the engine compartment. Still a pile of 

work to do, but we really like the car and coming along well so far - looking forward to that helpful 

advice at the next breakfast !! 

 

John B 

  

 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. John Baguley 
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Plenty of projects at 5R Restorations during the quarantine. Everyone seems to want to get their 

cars back on the road now.  

 

Among the Healeys, Morgans and MGs there is a 1973 Spitfire we are restoring. It has been 

painted and the engine rebuilt. We are putting everything back together. With Moss and Victoria 

British being shut down, we are relying on our back stock and ingenuity to finish some things. 

Roadster Factory helps with a few others. The interior is on order but not received as of yet. I 

have included a couple pictures.  

 

The 1964 Morgan we are working on has a TR4 engine that we are rebuilding. The machine shop has 

done their magic and we were lucky to order parts before the suppliers closed. I'm sure we will hit 

a snag somewhere. 

 

Another Spitfire came in last week. It’s a 1963 and we will be doing a 5-speed conversion on it. The 

conversion kit was sourced from a secondary supplier and should be here this week. There's no 

sitting around in isolation for us. 

 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Ron Redding 
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Picture of the TTR Bellville contingent cars & one lesser in front of a Tavern in Round Top.  And 

yes, it’s open for takeout.  Great day for a drive in the country last Friday. 

 

My car,( the 3) now on jack stands getting its “annual “.  All fluid change, new plugs, valve adjust, 

lube job, brake check, check wheel spokes etc.  and of course, a deep cleaning. 

 

Clark 

 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Clark McKinley 
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Hey James, 

 

Hope all is going well with you during this unique situation. Lisa and I are doing just fine, this self-

isolating time has forced us to learn how to grocery shop online, buy more things on Amazon and 

attend church on face book. I can't explain it, but I think the lack of live sports has caused me to 

lose more hair. On a good note, I think the mask gives me that mysterious rough sexy look. 

 

We are staying busy with typical house chores, the yard, cleaning and taking the time to organize 

those boxes full of 'catch ya laters'. We just started re-designing what we used to call our game 

room...it's now going to become our play room. We hope in the near future to get a visit from our 

grandson, Soren, who lives in Tampa...he just turned 1 last February. We are also expecting our 

second grandson, who lives much closer,  in a few days, hopefully before this issue is sent out.....Lisa 

and I are very excited. This will be a VERY different birth due to the hospital regulations, as we 

understand, Grammie and Grandpa are not allowed to visit until he goes home....we plan to move in. 

 

Triumph trips have not changed, as a matter fact, I'm out driving it more often, the weather has 

been awesome. I usually take my side kick, Daisy May, she rides just fine. We've not taken any trips 

to report about but we do get out and drive the neighborhood, go into town and occasionally visit 

the road construction sights, just to see how they are progressing. 

 

We look forward to seeing all of you in the near future....stay safe and God Bless 

 

Kenny, Lisa and Daisy May Daves 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Kenny Daves 
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Destructive Fuse Testing 

 

As an update to our last notes about what fuses to use in our Triumphs, Jerry Gruss and I did some 

destructive testing -- in other words - having fun blowing stuff up. We did this prior to the Covid 19 

virus disruption.  

 

Attached are some photos of Jerry’s test equipment. It may be home grown, but it did work and 

gave us results. I will not bore you with all of the calculations and individual results, but here is the 

main conclusion: 

 

Use the lowest rating fuse that works in your car without blowing. 

A formula could be:  AMPS X RESISTANCE = HEAT.  

 

It is the HEAT that causes the metal link in the fuse to melt and stop the current. In our cars old 

wiring can corrode internally, as well as corroded connections and bad grounds, which causes more 

resistance. Therefore, a fuse that worked when the wiring was new may have too high a rating to be 

used safely today. The same for any motors or accessories (heater fan, windshield wiper motor, 

some upgraded lighting) may cause more resistance. What we found was that fuses will carry a fair 

amount of amps beyond their rating as long as the resistance is not too great and therefore not 

generating enough heat to melt the fuse link. But, the continuous low heat does continue to degrade 

the wire’s insulation and may eventually lead to a short in the wiring harness. 

 

A self-check, after driving for a while and before putting your Triumph away, put your hand on the 

fuse box and see if it is warm or hot to the touch. If so, you may want to investigate or call Jerry 

for his services. 

 

Len Myers 

 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Len Myers 
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Being that I'm overly qualified to be considered an 'at risk' candidate for the Covid-19  virus, I'm 

mostly staying at home. I have parts ready for a right rear bearing replacement, which after 

completing an alignment will be the next part of my needed repairs/maintenance. I also need to 

replace my soft top. I venture out to buy groceries and to take my son (who has a broken leg) to his 

medical appointments. 

 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Rod Leger 
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Each day, if the weather is nice, I try to have breakfast on my balcony and enjoy the sun and fresh 

air. I also go for a couple of walks every day and at least one drive per day to see different 

neighborhoods. When the weather is good, my car of choice is my Spitfire. Since Jerry Gruss 

installed a new rear spring it's riding high and level just as it should and is a joy to drive (it's always 

been fun to drive, just looks better now). 

 

One of my first trips, near the beginning of the quarantine, was to Trader Joe's to stock up on 

supplies. As you can see by the pictures, I was one of very few cars in the parking lot. Since then 

I've driven the Spitfire on several occasions, taking it last Saturday on a nice drive through George 

Bush Park, just off Westheimer. 

 

In other quarantine developments my mask for venturing forth into the public is a souvenir scarf 

from last July's Rolling Stones concert at NRG Stadium. Combined with a hat and sun glasses I'm 

sure I make quite the impression when I'm driving the Spitfire like this and shopping! 

 

Just for fun I'm growing a beard while I'm confined at home. I decided if I couldn't get a haircut I 

might as well grow a beard to go with the long hair. I'm shocked when I look at my "before" and 

"after" pictures! 

 

One day soon, I hope, we'll all meet at breakfast once again and also enjoy the in-person comradery 

of the monthly meetings. Until then....keep driving your Triumph!  

  

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Rick Trenholme 
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James, I saw Mike's note about your request for info about Covid19 TR project work.  Great 

idea.  Here's a brief report on my activities and a few pics. 

 

Two circumstances have aligned to stimulate my recent Covid19 restoration efforts on my 1976 

TR6:  1) Preparing the car for my first FOG drive to Yellowstone this fall, and 2) fighting boredom 

while under house arrest.  

 

First, the FOG drive inspired items.  In the 10 years I have owned and continually worked to 

upgrade this car, I have never bothered to worry about the windscreen washers or the 

heater.  Considering the 14-day long FOG drive, it suddenly became more important to have these 

systems functioning well.  The Roadster Factory had all the parts I needed, except for the 

replacement hoses so I had to get them from general commercial sources.  All of the parts were 

pretty economical so I chose to replace everything from the water reservoir/pump, hoses and wiper 

arm pedestals.  The hoses buried inside the dashboard are impossible to get to unless you have the 

whole dash out, so I repurposed part of the old pedestal brass tubes to fashion splices for lengths 

of new hoses to those parts of the old that were simply inaccessible. A technique I've acquired 

from working alongside Karl Retentate for a while.  All of the new pieces are in place, but still not 

squirting water so I've sought counsel from Professor Jerry Gruss about the electrical side of the 

system and as of this writing have a couple of steps that he recommended to try and I'm sure the 

problem will be solved before the October FOG drive. 

 

The heater seems simpler, since we had replaced the water control valve when we rebuilt the engine 

in 2017, the control cable was the only part needing replacement.  The heater hoses remain in place 

and the heater motor responds to the Low & High positions of the control knob, so that system is 

working almost properly.  There seems to be a low flow of warm air thru the system even when the 

control knob is in the off position so I'll have to keep adjusting the cable connection until that is 

rectified.  

 

Plenty of other system checks to be undertaken before October, but I hope that much of that can 

be done in the presence of and with the great fellowship of other TTR friends.  It's a lot more fun 

to work on these cars with fellow gearheads.  Stay safe & be well.  Hal 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Hal Sharp 
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Finished installing a cruise control on my TR3A and it works great. Nice to be able to travel without 

having to keep your foot on the accelerator (no more leg cramps!). If anyone is thinking of doing 

this to their car, I recommend using M&R in Saginaw, MI. The phone number is 800-343-13382 and 

ask to speak with Michael. He was very helpful with the installation, answering any questions you 

might have. The cost was $305. It is a totally electronic system. No dash pots or vacuum lines. 

 

Franz  

 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Franz Bachman 
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Hunter Bennett (my son, new member) just purchased a 1977 Triumph Spitfire 1500 last week.  The 

projects include #1 - new alternator (after driving it for less than 24 hours) and #2 - four new 

tires plus a spare.  A few gasket changes are next on his list.   

 

It is very difficult to get a picture of him standing still LOL 

 

Meredith Bennett 

 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Hunter Bennett 
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My Covid 19 Triumph experiences. 

 

The first thing I wanted to do was make sure I could use the TR4 whenever I wanted and since it 

was in the age group that could be severely impacted by the Covid 19 virus, I secured a face mask 

for the car.  

 

Next, I needed to do a little maintenance, ordered some parts from Moss Motors and they were 

actually shipped the very last day they were open. 

 

Now that that was done, I started my Covid 19 Escape drives. Almost every weekend I take off to 

the backroads and drive for about 4 hours. Over the years, I have come up with many scenic drives, 

so I have been taking them all again, one at a time. 

  

Quarantine Lockdown Club Goings on….. Bob Pennington 
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As many of you have learned, the TTR family suffered two losses in April.  I am saddened to report 

to you that longtime TTR member, Linda Jablonski, passed away suddenly on April 12, 2020.  As many 

of you remember, Linda and her husband Jay were longtime TTR members when they lived in Houston, 

and they maintained their connection with the TTR family after moving to Connecticut.  Jay and Linda 

were active participants in many of the club activities, including our monthly meetings, club drives 

and other Triumph events.   Linda served as Secretary from 1995 to 1997. Linda was quite the driver 

in the family, and loved any chance to be out in her TR6.  Jay and Linda were married for 39 years, 

and our prayers go out to him, their sons Kevin and Brian and their families, and Linda’s family. 

 

Another loss suffered just one day earlier was that of Elizabeth Cook, wife of Dr. Bill Cook.  The 

Cooks have been my neighbors since moving into my home ten years ago, and I think I’m the one who 

finally convinced Bill to join TTR, after joining me on a number of the Saturday morning breakfasts.  

Many of you had the chance to meet Elizabeth at the meetings held at my home, and at the recent 

club Christmas parties.  Bill and Elizabeth were married 53 years, and she is survived by Bill, her sons 

Scott and Ray and their families, her daughter Celia Cook Reis and her family, and Elizabeth’s family.   

 

We will keep them in our thoughts and prayers at this difficult time. 

 

It is never easy to lose someone so close and such a big part of one’s life.  I have always remarked 

that TTR is like a family, and at a time when grief is overwhelming, we reach out to our members in 

this sad time and share the joy and memories we had of their loved ones.  On behalf of all the 

members of TTR, please know that we are praying for you and your families, and are here to support 

you in any way we can. 

 

Fred 

 

  

In Memorandum – Linda Jablonski & Elizabeth Cook 
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Annual Meeting Proxy 
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VTR National Convention – 2020 - Flyer 
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Join TRA Today Flyer 
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Partial List of TTR Regalia  
 

Item $ 
Ladies Hats 12 
Gray TTR T-shirts 15 
Grille Badge  35 
Men’s Hats 15 
License Plate Frames 20 
Hat Pins     7.5 
Iron on Logo Patches    5 
TR-3 Coffee Cups    3 

 

For more information and availability of shirt sizes, or If you have ideas 
or requests for new items, contact John Wakefield, Regalia Master. 

   
See website for additional info.  Customized TTR-logo shirts are 

available through Lands End on-line purchase. 

 

 

 

 

   TTR Regalia 
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Currently I have molds for round refrigerator magnets, rectangular pendants (ornaments or magnets), 

coasters, and shelf plates.  The round designs are available as 2.25” magnets, 4” rimmed cork-backed 

coasters, or 7” shelf plates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pricing: 

-   Round Magnets - $5   

-   Pendants - $5 (drilled with jump ring included, or as magnets) 

-   Coasters - $7 ea., any 4 for $25 

-   Shelf Plate $20  (Stand is $2 additional) 

 

Please contact me for any requests.  I will be bringing finished pieces to the TTR monthly meetings, and 

can cast to order.  jbh 

Late-TR6 available Triumph colors 

2020 Polar Bear Run  

Other Triumph-related designs 

TTR Drive Souvenir Magnets 

2020 Bluebonnet Run  2019 Falling Leaves  
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After being your faithful Editor for four years and trying everything I could to get your feedback 

into our newsletter every month, who knew that all I had to do was ask you guys? There’s probably a 

learning I could take from that, but I’ll leave it up to John for any Editor-type future learnings and 

I’m going to go with the slightly callow thought that it’s a bit too late for me to take any life 

learnings from that, too!  

 

It was great to hear from all of you this month. You turned what probably was going to be a very 

thin newsletter into one with some great content. Boy, you all must be really bored out there in 

Covid land! Thanks. 

 

Pete Postma’s still waiting for his renewed fuel tank to be installed,  so nothings new in that world. 

Hopefully, we can get Pete back on the road in May! 

 

Do any of you remember the ad sent out by Mike Hado in March for a free 1975 Triumph TR7 (the 

advert did say Spitfire, so most of you probably missed it, right?)? Rob and Terri Bigsby were 

offering their daughter, Toni’s, TR7 free to a good home. Well, good home or not (your guess), I 

sent Rob a note indicating that I’d like the chance to get the TR7 back on the road and Rob, Terri 

and (especially) Toni were game to give me a chance. Who doesn’t like a free car and who doesn’t 

know that there is actually no such thing as a free car? 

 

The car has quite a bit of history in our club, being given to Toni by Jeff Myers in April of 1998, 

with her taking possesion of it on her 15th birthday in June of that year. Toni and her Dad acquired 

a mostly dissembled car and worked the next 28 months replacing, rebuilding and repairing the LBC 

to get it back on the road so Toni could drive it to Highschool starting in October of 2000. 

 

Rob put the TR7 into a shipping container when Toni headed off to the University of Colorado and 

it’s been sitting in the container for almost 20 years. Toni and her Husband have been in the Navy 

since graduation and, after recently having their second child, decided that they would like to give 

someone else a chance to get the TR7 back on the road again. 

 

Rob was very patient with me as to when I was going to take possession of the car with all currently 

going on in the world. A couple of weeks ago I dragged John Baguley, our club’s TR7 expert, along 

for a ride out to Bastrop to help Rob and I drag the TR7 out of the shipping container and load it 

onto my trailer. Rob gave us a tour of his shop and his current restoration of his Spitfire that he’s 

owned for a very long time. He’s doing all of the work on the car with the supervision of his pup, 

Napolean.  

 

Once we had the tour, Rob took us to the back 40 of his 6 acres to load the TR7. It was some really 

tight backing to get my 18’ trailer through his gate and positioned to load the car. Rob, being 

Canadian, didn’t make any snide remarks about my trailer backing prowess although he did think my 

suggestion of taking some chainsaws to the pretty trees next to his shipping containers as not 

terribly useful advice! 

 

With able supervision from Terri and Napolean, the pup, we managed to get the TR7 out of storage 

and loaded securely onto my trailer. John and I made it back to Houston without any drama, 

unloaded the car and took our first real look at my new, free car. It had quite a bit of mold on it, 
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but otherwise looked like a solid car. John gave me some advice on all the parts he thought I needed 

to get the car running and we called it a day. 

 

The next day I tore out the interior to check on the floorboards and check for any possible rodent 

infestation. The floorboards turned out to be pretty solid and I managed to clear out two mice 

nests, so definitely positive progress for a day’s worth of work. With all the interior stripped out, I 

then spent the better part of a day cleaning out all of the mold in the interior and trunk. With the 

weather being so nice, I let the car sit out in the sun for a few days to fully dry out from my 

cleaning process. 

 

So what’re the next findings? The body is in pretty decent shape with one respray, some minor 

dents and a little bit of rust to fix on the body and in the trunk. The floorboards and tub of the car 

all look to be in good shape with no obvious accident damage, or rust. Toni and Rob rebuilt the 

engine already and found a later model pick-a-part 5-speed and differential that they put in the car 

during their restoration. All-in-all a pretty solid little car. 

 

I’ve been to the Wedge Shop and Rimmer Bros. to order parts to get the engine running and to 

replace all the brakes, brake lines and rubber parts. My free car is no longer a free car, but I’d like 

to get the car running before making my project plans. 

 

I’ve already visited with Ben on the bodywork and paint. He’s promised to come and take a look at it 

soon. I might do all the bodywork and get the body ready for paint and then take it to Ben for a 

quick paint. We’ll see what Ben thinks as he’s always surprised by the quality (in a good sense) when 

I actually do bodywork and paint. It’s been 20 years since I seriously did paint and body and I 

always try to remind myself how much I hate all the dust and fumes, but who knows? 

 

I’m going to paint it the original white as I like that a bit better than the slightly grey-white color 

it was painted at the last respray. Most of the interior bits are still available and I’m leaning 

towards going back with a light blue interior as I always liked the white car and blue interior look. 

 

John’s Jags in Dallas sold me one of my original motor and tranny mounts to put the LS1 and Tremec 

6-speed into my 240Z many years ago and I was impressed with the engineering he put into the 

mounts. He makes a kit for putting a Buick V6 and 5-speed into the TR7, so I might be leaning that 

way a bit as it would be fun to mess with the TR8 guys a bit with a fast TR7. As it’s a coupe, I’m 

probably going towards getting the AC working, too, in order to make it much more pleasant to drive 

in our humid summers. Stay posted to see what happens next with the TR7-V6. 

 

I got the green 3rd generation ‘93 Mazda RX7 Turbo back together and it runs great, plus all the 

gauges are now working as they are supposed to. Yeah! I gave it a thorough detailing and it looks 

fantastic. 

 

I broke the ’87 Mazda RX7 Turbo II out of mothballs this month. It’s been sitting for over 6 

months and it started up and ran great with no special effort. I’ve got it up on the lift ready to 

change out all the fluids. 
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I mentioned last month that there was no excuse on why I wouldn’t have the LS1 built this month 

for the 240Z. I did run into a snag on that when I was measuring the play on the thrust washer as I 

put the crank into the block. There’s almost no play and after exhaustive research on the LS1 build 

forums finally decided I’d have to take the crank back out and see what’s going on there. SIGH! I 

put the cover on the engine, moved it back into the storage room and decided maybe it was time to 

get the black ’93 RX7 back on the road. 

 

I tore the black RX7 apart almost a year ago trying to sort out some electrical gremlins introduced 

by a tuner who did a lot of high performace upgrades for me years back. For the most part, he did 

nice work adding the Haltech computer, 67 mm turbo, new intercooler, upgraded fuel pump and a 

long list of miscellaneous hi-po upgrades. I was not too happy with how he had run all the wiring and 

hooked up the electronics, so I gutted the interior to get that sorted. Time to get back into that 

project. 

 

With the bigger intercooler in the engine comportment, the battery was moved to the interior of 

the car. He had added a full-sized lead battery into a racing type box, but it didn’t have a vent 

which is a big no-no in a car. I replaced that battery many years ago with a Miata AGM sealed 

battery and moved the battery and connections to one of the storage compartments behind the 

passenger seat. I was never really happy with the mounting kit for that battery, plus the smaller 

battery didn’t seem to be able to handle all the new electronics in the car. I found a fabricator who 

makes a really nice aluminum battery mount for the storage compartment area which allows me to 

use a full sized battery in that spot. It required quite a bit of cutting of the storage compartment, 

but I’ve just about got that sorted. 

 

The tuner had run 5 electric connections directly to the battery, which I was never a big fan of. I 

made a custom bracket to add a circuit breaker to the 1-gauge positve cable coming from the fuse 

box in the engine compartment to the battery terminal. I also added a Painless Wiring distribution 

block to hook up the electrical connections from the Haltech computer, the new fuel pump and the 

Alcohal injection system. Plus, I downgraded the stero I had previously installed to a smaller amp so 

I could go down from a 4-gauge connection to an 8-gauge connection to the battery. I added the 

fuse for that on my fabricated bracket, too, so all of the wiring is starting to look much more 

professional. 

 

I’m currently working on making a custom bracket to mount my new amp in the back of the RX7 in 

order to take up less space back there, plus look much tidier. I’ve been watching a lot of YouTube 

videos on custom auto electronics and have become a big fan of using ferrules for connecting 

grounds, power cables and speakers to amps. With all my new ferrules and my special ferrule 

crimping tool I’m going to town installing the amp. Hopefully I’ll have some good news about the 

Black RX7 being back on the road soon. 

 

This is the last issue of the Bluebonnet that I will be the Editor on and I’m really looking forward to 

seeing what Mr. Hanten will be doing to this humble rag as he goes forward. John has asked me to 

continue with my column in the future. I’m not sure if it will still be called the Exhaust Fumes as 

John might want that for his own thoughts, but – whatever name it’s given – I look forward to 

continuing to share my garage mis-adventures with you all going into the future. 
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Upper Left – John, Napoleon, Terri & Rob. 

Upper Right – James, Terri & Rob. 

Middle Left – Napoleon supervising James setting 

up the winch. 

Middle Right – John getting ready to unload the 

TR7. 

Lower Left – John checking out the most recent 

acquisition. 

That’s it for now. Keep playing with those cars! Plus, stay safe! 
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Upper Left – TR7 getting to know its new stable 

mates. 

Upper Right – Mice nest ready to be cleaned out. 

Left center – Interior gutted from the TR7. 

Middle Right – First wash job in a long time! 

Lower Left – All the trim removed from the TR7 and 

sitting in the sun drying out. 

Lower Right – up on the lift you can see how solid 

the TR7 actually is. Mostly surface rust only. 
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Upper Right – Joining the dark side with 

my Wedge Shop decal. 

Middle Left – Is this an option for the 

TR7? 

Middle Right – First big shipment of parts 

from Rimmer Bros. – the Free TR7 is now 

worth $1000. 

Lower Left – Brought the ’87 Mazda RX7 

Turbo II out of moth balls for a little bit 

of maintenance & detailing this month. 
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Back to the hot-rod Black ’93 Mazda RX7 

Turbo to get all of the electronics sorted. 

The bin at the lower right will contain the 

battery in one of its compartments. 
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TTR publishes a monthly newsletter, The Bluebonnet, and holds monthly membership meetings on the 
2nd Saturday of each month except December (when we have our annual Christmas Party).  For more 
information, contact Mike Hado (281.807.4780).  
 
 We look forward to meeting you!  

 

Check one:     New Membership       Renewal  Update 

 
Member’s Name:      
     
Birthday (month/day)                      /      

 
Spouse’s Name:      
    
Birthday (month/day):                     /                       

 
  Street (or Mailing) Address: 

 
  City:       State: _____  Zip: 

 
  Home Phone:               Work phone:       Cell: 
 

  E-mail Address: 

Triumph ownership is not a prerequisite for membership; however, if you do own any Triumphs, please 
tell us about them:  
 

 

 Year Model Commission No. Color Condition* 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 
 

*O = Original, R = Restored, B = Being Restored, P = Parts Car 
 

Dues: $30 per year per family. 
Make check payable to Texas Triumph Register and mail to Texas Triumph 
Register, P.O. Box 40847, Houston, Texas  77240-0847).   Your cancelled 
check is your receipt.  –or-- 
 
On-line payment option using Pay Pal available on our website! 
http://www.texastriumphregister.org/ 
 
 
 

 

TTR Membership Form 

 
Optional:  Send in a photo 

of yourself/selves and your 

Triumph(s).   

http://www.texastriumphregister.org/

